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Perks of MUACM Platinum Membership
Get yourself registered on ACM international community mailing list.
Exclusive updates regarding world wide ACM chapter and Special
Interest Groups (SIG).
Receive monthly Tech News, Articles, Courses and much more!
Get a chance to become a part of our organizing committee in future
events.
Receive ACM schwags and goodies.
Priority given on limited seat events of MUACM.
Get Exclusive Discounts up-to 50% on our paid events.
Exclusive chance to participate in international research conferences,
competitions and hackathons.
A chance to contribute to an international magazine (XRDS) run under
ACM.
Receive unique Platinum Membership card and Certificate.

In just 100₹ get an yearly subscription of above mentioned resources !

Contact
us

Ishika Shahaney

Secretary & Treasurer, MUACM
9621030927
connectwithmuacm@gmail.com

Scan this QR
to fill the form
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Get yourself registered on ACM
international community mailing list.
Indulge yourself into a lot of technical stuff via ACM
mailing-list and get to know about Seminars, Workshops,
Expert-Lectures, Bootcamps, Hackathons etc.

Exclusive updates regarding world wide
ACM chapters and Interest Groups.
ACM plans a lot of events for its global members and
computing community. They provide lectures, learning
forums, jobs and networking opportunities with experts
from across the globe. We will help every Platinum Member
to participate and avail such beneficial resources.

Receive monthly Tech News, Articles,
Courses and much more!
Isn’t it great to have all the high-tech news happening in
the world, on your Desktop? Well, we assure this to you!
Apart from this you will get tech articles and courses
regularly on different technical domains.

Get a chance to become a part of our
organizing committee in future events.
Our platinum members will get a chance to become a part
of our organizing committee and experience the backstage
thrill.

Receive ACM schwags and goodies.
Some of the schwags and
Goodies! Just for our Members!
Our Members will have a chance to win goodies are :
Stickers
amazing goodies throughout the year.
Pens
Posters
Hoodies
Bags
Mugs & much more!
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Priority given on limited seat events
of MUACM.
We organize certain events which are strictly formatted
for a limited amount of audience. Being a platinum
member provides you with the opportunity to register
for such events prior to other students.

Discount on paid events
Discount is what we look for in everything!
So why not here? Platinum Members will get upto 50%
discount on paid events.

Exclusive chance to participate in
international research conferences,
hackathons and more such competitions
Platinum Members will get a golden opportunity to
intensify their interests in computer science
(informatics) by taking part in International
competitions and forums.

A chance to contribute to an
international magazine, XRDS, run
under ACM
XRDS is a magazine for students, largely run by students.
Platinum Members will have number of ways to join and
participate, from submitting an article or photo, to
becoming an editor.

Receive unique Platinum
Membership card and Certificate.
You will receive a special certificate and a unique
membership card from MUACM on becoming an
exclusive Platinum Member.

Get

Platinum
MEMBERSHIP

In just 5 simple steps
Visit the given link:
https://medicaps.acm.org/index/platinum.html

or scan the QR code.

Click on

Get Membership button.

Fill the form
Fill the form and Click on Submit.

Make your payment
click on pay now and choose your
preferred mode of payment

Congratulations you are now a
PLATINUM MEMBER
When your payment is successful you will be
redirected to a payment confirmation page and
you will receive a mail with your platinum
membership card and certificate within 24-hours.

